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Dear Student and Parents/Carers
This is the first published progress report of Year 13. It will give you a strong impression of your current
attainment, target for A level and general attitude to school work.
The current grade is the grade at which staff believe you are working at now, based on all evidence so far. We
have introduced fine grades to give a more detailed picture of attainment. For example; a grade B- here
suggests you are working at a B grade but it is not yet secure. You need to work hard to ensure this does not
slip to a C grade.
The target grade is what you could, in theory, achieve based on ALPS target data and teacher expectations.
The ALPS target grade is also given.
The attitude to learning, organisation and independent learning grades will inform you and your parents about
how effectively you are working both inside and outside the classroom. Grades of 3 and 4 will be of concern to
us. Even a 2 grade suggests you could be working harder. The independent learning grade has been devised to
advise students how well they identify issues, actively seek out relevant help, show initiative and how well
placed they are for further study, apprenticeships or the work place.
Your next report will be at the end of the Spring term. For further details of the grade descriptors please visit
our website.
The attendance data is very detailed. Notice first the Attendance Percentage. Anything below 90% would
normally be a worry unless it could be explained away by a single significant illness. There are, of course
exceptions to this when absence cannot be avoided. Clearly, the greater the percentage the better, bearing in
mind that employers will almost always request the last two years of school attendance data, even when
someone starts a new job after a degree. They also request the number of separate occasions of absence, so
taking frequent short absences can be very damaging to employment prospects.
What Action Should You Take?
Attainment and Attitude
It is important that you make positive changes based on comments at parents’ evening and this report. Your
teachers and tutor will always be happy to help you, provided that you are genuinely prepared to work harder
and more effectively. If you wish to approach staff, then it is better to ask specific questions, for example,





what specific steps can I take to go up one grade from my Current Attainment?
how should I work differently?
what extra can I do in class/study periods/at home?
what support materials can I use to deepen my understanding?

Then agree targets in discussion with your teachers, share these with parents and check periodically to see if
you are meeting them.
Certainly you could try to be more organised; filing, summarising and learning material as you go along.

Live, Love and Learn in the Light of Christ
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Attendance
Sixth Form average attendance is generally around 97%. If your attendance percentage is relatively low because
of a single extended absence, then just by attending regularly from now on, your percentage will rise. If you
have several absences in one term, you really need to strive to have a long period with no absences. Of course,
some absences are caused by long term illnesses or medical conditions and we can alert employers to this.
Independent Learning
If you have 3 / 4 grades please see Miss Errington for advice/support as to how to improve this skill grade. Even
if you have a grade 2 in this category you may still need some advice from teachers and Miss Errington as to how
to improve.
Please sign and return the attached reply slip to the Form Tutor by Friday 16 November.
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Assistant Headteacher – Sixth Form
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Head of Year 13
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